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Abstract— The key challenge faced by wireless sensor 

networks is security as a result of dynamic and cooperative 

nature of sensor networks the connected sensor devices 

makes the network unusable, to unravel this issue, 

uniqueness of clustering, reputation system and an 

operation at specific nodes, required to spot malicious, 

selfish and compromised nodes. It supports the clustering 

process carried out in tow stage, takes the role of the 

reputation scheme and reveals specific operation at CH, IN 

and MNs beside their usual activities in cluster based 
wireless sensor networks. This paper mentioned the final 

structure of the security framework, corresponding attacks 

and defense mechanism of the model. It also discusses 

various security level process of wireless sensor networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) contains thousands of 
sensor nodes with less memory and low power devices.[1] 

It is vulnerable to internal and external attacks as a result 

of collaborative and dynamic nature, many crypto-logical 

algorithms were accessible for generic enhanced securities 

but most of them are not appropriate for wireless sensor 

networks. Cryptography mechanism does not enough to            

prevent any internal attacks, as a result of those 

algorithms may not establish malicious node or selfish, 

behavior of nodes. [6-8] But it does not offer extra security 

or no express rules to protect every node and, also no 

improvement of distributed knowledge gathering and co-
operating and cooperative data processing in networks.      

The main purpose of the security framework for cluster 

based wireless sensor networks is to enhance the 

general performance by monitoring network activities, 

minimizing the risk and ensuring the network activities of 

entity like information gathering and information process-      

-ing. [9] 

A security framework for cluster- based wireless sensor 

networks against the selfishness problem was introduced by 

Zeba Ishaq et.al [23] to define a security framework to fight 

against this within attack. The main design of the security 

framework is to appoint two special nodes per cluster: 

investigation node and cluster head node. The ensuring 

cluster then essentially consists of three forms of nodes, 

i.e., CH, IN, and MNs (member nodes); and that they are 

one hop far from CH as shown in Figure 1. In order to 

control the selfishness attack, these nodes act in a 

very special manner and a further security is provided 

by using a reputation system at every node. The IN 

exploits the packet overhearing scheme, that is one 

among the characteristics of wireless communication 

and utilized by several previous researches to supply 
security against the selfishness attack ensures entity as 

secure and reliable, so security model is used to 

differentiate trust-worthy and unreliable nodes in a 

network. It encourages trustworthy nodes to speak and 

discourages unreliable nodes to participate within the 

network. Also, it increases the network period of time, 

throughput and resilience of the wireless sensor network. 

In this paper the sections are organized as follows: section 

1 a pair of deals with classification of Selfishness attack, 

section-2 reviews varied many methods and schemes 

mentioned within the literatures processing. 
 

 

    
 

II. PREPARE CLASSIFICATION OF SELFISHNESS 

ATTACK 

Selfishness Attack, there are three types of selfish 

nodes as follows. all these types of selfishness attack 

should be addressed.                              

 (1) Selfish CH: It drops information packets rather than                                                                                                                                                                           

      forwarding to the sink nodes.                                                                                                                          

(2) Selfish IN:  it stops overhearing CH or sends deliberate 
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         Figure-1 WSN: before and after cluster formation 
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                            accusing messages on CH.                                     

(3) Selfish MNs: It  does not properly participate within the                                    

CH and IN election method. It means it does not present 

itself for the IN nomination and additionally does not reply 

to CH selection method deliberately. 

 

 

 

Moreover, considering typical things these nodes can 

behave either absolutely or partly selfishly. It means they 

do not perform their roles regularly or intermittently. For 

example, under partly selfish behavior, the info forwarding 

of CH, overhearing of IN, and participation of MNs in 

election method can be stopped intermittently. On the 
opposite hand, if these activities are stopped for a 

protracted while, then nodes can be thought of as 

absolutely selfish or dangerous. The intensities or levels of 

selfishness are the results of the intent of free riding 

or activity their selfishness. This additionally provides the 

basis for differentiating forms of deliberate accusing 

attacks later. so as to properly quantify and determine 

these situations, we tend to, created some assumption 

Table where PF denotes the packet forwarding rate, 

RCR is that the rate of reply to random checking, and 

Rep is that the rate of reply to a request of a 
neighbor who volunteers to be CH. 

  

III.  VARIOUS SECURITY SCHEMES IN WIRELESS 

SENSOR NETWORKS 

Here, we tend to in brief, compared our security frame-

work against selfishness attack with existing schemes 

for the safety of cluster head election, specializing in the 

schemes in [26–28]. The common goal of those schemes 

is to produce security for cluster head node election 

against active attacks by using various technologies. 

However, they need many limitations. First, they can 

handle only active or external attacks, while our security 
framework can control the selfishness attack (inside 

attack) as well as many active attacks. Second, they are 

centralized schemes, employing a base station to form a 

decision about the head nodes. Such centralized          

approaches are considered expensive in terms of 

communication, computation, and maintenance. Hence, 

they, are not appropriate for WSNs having resource 
constraints. In distinction, our solution is a distributed 

scheme to avoid the single point of failure and excessive 

usage of resources. It does not incur that a lot of 

communication and computation price and is way a lot of 

secure than centralized schemes. Third, the 3 election 

protocols in [26] use light-weight crypto-graphical 

algorithms, but they are vulnerable to various attacks. 

lastly, the protocols in [27] using digital signatures 

involve considerable computation overhead and area 

unit susceptible to DoS attacks, being not appropriate for 

resource restricted little WNS nodes. Meanwhile, our 

scheme adopts a reputation system that's more resilient to 
the selfishness attack on the cluster head node. 

Moreover, the utilization of hash function also makes it a 

lot of efficient in terms of communication, computation, 

energy consumption, and memory overhead. 

Incentive schemes [17] have been suggested to resolve the 

selfishness attack, which encourage the nodes to be honest 

by giving some credits after they participate during 

a cooperative environment (e.g., MANETs). On the 

other side, reputation and trust systems [18] punish selfish 

nodes by giving them penalties of bad reputation, 

finally resulting in the exclusion from the network. These 
reputation systems are useful for any system to avoid 

being a victim of inside attacks. These days, a trust system 

and a reputation scheme are important for the wireless 

communication [19–21].  

 

According to [28] the black hole attack may be a form 

of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and, offender easily                  

 launch it by capturing and reprogramming a group of 

nodes in the network. As a result, any info that enters 

the black hole region is captured and blocked from 

forwarding to the base station, such that important 

event info does not reach the base stations and the network 
performance is degraded. the black hole attack situation 

in light-weight of security framework, we are able 

to simply examine that within the cluster the selfish or 

compromised CH leads to the black hole attack situation. 

When MNs send packets to the current compromised or 

selfish CH, it starts to drop them rather than forwarding 

them to the base station, we tend to claim that this 

kind of situation will  be easily monitored and controlled 

by overhearing by IN.  

 

The on/off attack implies that malicious entities behave 
well and badly as an alternative, hoping that they 

can remain undetected whereas causing damage and decide 

to disturb a trust redemption scheme [29]. It means 

that while badly behaving they can act as black holes and 

begin to drop packets instead of forwarding them to the 
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Figure 2:  classification of selfishness attack 

in CBWSNs 
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base station. Thus, we say that it can also manageable by 

the IN overhearing phenomena.  

The selective-forwarding attack keeps a relatively low 

profile compared with the black hole attack. It drops 

packets routed to them only for specific flows [30]. 

It  also implies that when some nodes to induce 
compromised, they start behaving just like the black 

hole attack, wherever the compromised CH drops packets 

for the actual flow, say P3, we also argue that this 

situation can be detected by analyzing the info overheard 

by IN. 

 The transmission opportunity-wasting attack merely 

abandons its regular transmission opportunity to degrade 

network throughput [30], we can see a similar situation in 

the scheme, where CH becomes selfish or get 

compromised, starting to behave like this attack. 

Depending on the character of the attack the CH drops 

packets in different manners, we have determined that 
these forms of situations can be simply detected and 

controlled by IN overhearing the transmission of CH. 

Thus, we can say that the security framework cannot 

only control the selfishness attack however also prevent 

these attacks. So far, and have determined that the scheme 

works correctly and prevents the selfishness effectively, 

resulting in reduce packets drop. However, we also 

recognize that the scheme needs extra message overhead as 

compared to the cluster design without the selfishness 
prevention. Messages are generated mostly in the 

following 3 cases: (i) CH election, (ii) IN nomination and 

selection, and (iii) accusation on CH by IN. First, CH 

election is performed periodically, therefore the overhead 

is the same as alternative clustering networks where 

CHs are newly elected in each period. On the other hand, 

for the other kinds of messages, the overhead is 

proportional to the ratio of selfish nodes to the 

total variety of nodes within the network. If a selfish node 

takes the role of IN and it is discovered by CH, then a 

replacement IN should be elect. Or, if a CH is selfish, 

an accusation message should be sent by IN to 
MNs among its communication vary. Thus, the message 

overhead of the methodology totally depends on the 

speed of selfish nodes in the network.  

 

TABLE 1: Literature Review 

Title Methodology Objective Performance matrix 

Impact of a simple load balancing approach 

and an incentive-based scheme on MANET 

performance. [17] 

 

Incentive Scheme Resolve the 

selfishness attack 

They participated in 

a cooperative 

environment 

A lightweight and dependable trust system 

for clustered wireless sensor networks. [18] 

 

Trust System Providing 

collaboration 

among trustworthy 

nodes 

An identifying 

misbehavior nodes 

A survey of trust and reputation management 

systems in wireless communications. [19] 
 

 

 

Reputation and Trust 

System 

To avoid beings a 

victim of inside 
attacks 

Encourage the nodes 

to be honest by 
giving some credits 

Trust among strangers in internet transactions: 

empirical analysis of eBay’s reputation 

system. [21] 

 

Reputation and Trust 

System 

To avoid beings a 

victim of inside 

attacks 

Encourage the nodes 

to be honest by 

giving some credits 

 

Using overhearing technique to detect 

malicious packet-modifying attacks in 
wireless sensor networks. [22] 

Centralize Scheme Mitigate the 

selfishness 
problem in 

CBWSNs 

Maximizing the life 

time and minimizing 
selfishness attack. 

SecLEACH-on the security of clustered sensor 

networks, Signal Processing. [27] 

 

Distributed Scheme Avoid the single 

point of failure 

Excessive use of 

resources 

Performance evaluation of wireless sensor 

network under black hole attack [29] 

Overhearing Scheme Captured black 

hole region and 

blocked 

Easily monitored and 

controlled by IN 
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Trust management for defending on-of 

attacks.[30] 

 

Trust redemption Scheme Controlled on/off 

attack 

Controlling by IN 

Queuing the trust: Secure backpressure 

algorithm against insider threats in wireless 

networks. [31] 

 

Data overhearing scheme Resolve selective 

forwarding attack 

Detected and 

controlled 

transmission of CH 

Queuing the trust: Secure backpressure 

algorithm against insider threats in wireless 
networks. [31] 

 

Overhearing CH Resolve 

transmission 
opportunity-

wasting attack 

Increase the 

throughput 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The need of security framework in wireless sensor network is 

extensively mentioned during this paper. Security framework, 

issues in building a wireless device networks and a few of the 

research work done on reputation system also are discussed, 

there's centralized scheme wherever selection of two nodes, 

IN, CH, contend to supply a better level of security or 

resilience to attacks. The designers of every schemes solved 

the selfishness attack inside in WSNs from different angles 

and a few schemes solved the matter by considering solely 
routing misbehaviors or only depend upon task then on. It is 

believed that every activity, like routing or information 

aggregation has its own challenges and wish to be considered 

rigorously. Security framework in wireless sensor network 

cause new attacks like selfish attack, black hole attack, 

selective behavior attack, on-off attack, new comer attack then 

on, that the researchers developed a secure framework 

rigorously to handle wireless sensor network attack in addition 

as internal attacks. Future analysis add secure framework 

focuses on generalized, scalable and reconfigurable, suitable 

schemes for distributed automatic data processing system. It 
handles malicious and non-malicious misbehavior in 

networking, sensing and processing. This will improve the 

protection issues to fulfil specific application demands 
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